Complete with the Future Tenses of English

Use **Will** when making predictions, immediate decisions. Ex: They will probably come by train./ I will help you.

Use **Going to** talking about intentions, a plan for the future that you have already thought about. Ex: I'm going to buy a new car.

Use the **Present Continuous** when talking about arrangements. Ex: I'm having dinner with my sister tonight.

Use the **Present Simple** to refer for Scheduled events that are outside of our control. Ex: The flight leaves at 7.

1. Are you going to the cinema? Wait for me. I ________(go) with you!
2. Tomorrow morning I ___________(go) to Athens for a meeting.
3. Paul's sister _______________ (have) a baby.
4. I've just phoned the centre and the doors ______ (open) at 1.00.
5. It's Julia's birthday next week, so we ____________ (buy) her some flowers.
6. Do you think they _____________ (like) the presents we got for them?
7. I _________ (visit) a customer at 5.
8. The flight ___________ (leave) in the morning. Do you want me to take you?
9. Would you prefer tea or coffee? I ________ (have) some coffee, please.
10. The match __________ (end) at 3.00.
11. “Let's have dinner tonight.” “Good idea. I __________ (bring) some wine.”
12. I've already decided. I __________ (buy) a new car.
13. “My head hurts.” “Sit down and I ___________ (get) you an aspirin.”
14. Philipp _____________ (be) 15 next Wednesday.
15. They ______________ (get) a new computer for their daughter.
16. In 2020, people ___________ (buy) more hybrid cars.
17. Marvin ________________ (throw) a party next week.
18. We ___________________ (fly) to Venice in June.
19. Look at the clouds! It ____________ (rain) soon.
20. We _______ probably ________ (see) you in July.
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ANSWER KEY:

1. 'll go
2. I'm going
3. is going to have
4. open
5. are going to buy
6. will like
7. 'm visiting
8. leaves
9. 'll have
10. ends
11. 'll bring
12. 'm going to buy
13. 'll get
14. is going to be
15. are going to get
16. will buy
17. is throwing
18. are flying
19. is going to rain
20. will / see